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Momentum Wheels/CMGs
Reaction/Momentum Wheel (MW)
Control Moment Gyro (CMG)
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Active Magnetic Bearings (AMBs)
Amplifier Electro-
magnet
Position
Sensor
Controller
+
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Position sensors measure the
rotor position and feed-back,
through a controller, to set the
coil currents and control the
rotor position
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Tilting Wheel
Conventional torque about spin axis and gyroscopic torque
about axis on plane normal to spin axis
Cancellation of static mass imbalance and dynamic/couple
mass imbalance
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Engineering Model
Laminated steel stator
poles made using wire
erosion
Contact free eddy current
sensors - 2 µm resolution
Low noise linear amplifiers
Real time control system
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Experimental Results
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Tilting
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Simulation Results
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Conclusions
3-axis attitude control is possible with a single wheel:
improved mass and power consumption or improved reliability
3Dwheel overcomes higher bandwidth disturbances
Active control prevents wheel jitter being transferred to the
spacecraft
Active control allows damping of static and dynamic mass
imbalance
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Looking for Partners
Flight ready model for testing in orbit is planned
Partners and funding are required - please speak to me if
you’re interested!
j.seddon@surrey.ac.uk or a.pechev@surrey.ac.uk
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Design Summary
Wheel Mass 1.3 kg
Wheel Radius 50 mm
Moment of Inertia 0.0023 kgm2
Nominal Speed 5000 rpm
Angular Momentum 1.22 Nms
Conventional Torque 20 mNm
Gyroscopic Torque up to 1 Nm
Power 6 W Levitation + 4 W Motor
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Any Questions?
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